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PRESIDENT

It Takes a Community

I

n the course of performing the many administrative tasks that fall to the
President, I often need to fill in the exact legal, corporate name of our wonderful group, which is “Quest, A Community for Lifelong Learning, Inc.” I’d
like to focus here on the word and the concept “Community” — for a strong
community is exactly what I think not only best describes Quest, but is also
what we strive to be.
The dictionary defines “Community” as a “social group of any size … sharing
common characteristics or interests … .” That sounds like Quest for sure. We are diverse in many
ways, but we have a common interest in wanting to live life fully, continuing to learn as we get older,
and doing so in a warm, welcoming environment where we can make new friends as well as enjoy our
old ones.
When I attend one of our many diverse classes, I continue to be impressed not only with the breadth
of the topics covered and the quality of the presentations, but also with the active discussions taking
place in almost every class. It is so delightful to see so many new members raising their hands to join
in the class discussions and questions. All I can say is a huge thank you to all. Quest has never looked
so good!
Going forward, we aim to continue to broaden our topics, and our formats. One example is our very
successful “Lunch and Learn” sessions; there will likely be more to come. More than a few of our new
members have already volunteered to lead one of these noontime groups. (And one benefit, of
course, is having a less crowded lunchroom!)
All I can say, by way of conclusion, is KEEP GOING! We should all be proud of what we have accomplished (almost 210 members now), and we surely must be doing something right! Have a wonderful
summer – I look forward to seeing you on Tuesday and Thursday mornings in June and July, when we
feature “encores” of popular presentations from the fall and spring terms.

Michael Wellner
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Wedding Bells

BORN AT SEA
We envied Liesje ten
Houten (pronounced
Leesha) after spending
five minutes with her.
Liesje speaks five languages, her first being
Dutch, learned from
her Dutch parents. She
grew up in Spanish—
speaking Venezuela
and Argentina, then
easily picked up PortuLiesje ten Houten
guese. French came
along with her years at a Swiss boarding school.
Asked where she was born, Liesje says matter-of-factly,
"I was born at sea." She explains that her mother wanted her to have American citizenship, so she was born on
an American ship in the Atlantic, close to Baltimore.
Liesje collected several degrees in pursuit of her education. She has an undergraduate degree from the University of Madrid and an M.A. from the University Texas at
Austin, where she was one of two women in the first
class of the Lyndon Baines Johnson School of Public
Affairs. After earning another M.A. at Colorado College
in Language Arts and Information Sciences, she worked
for the Organization of American States (OAS) and traveled extensively throughout Latin America, organizing
and planning meetings. In 1978 she started a Ph.D. program at Columbia University where she met her future
husband, who was working toward a Ph.D. there. Liesje
dropped her studies when offered a position with
UNICEF and spent the better part of her career there in
various positions overseas.
Liesje has three children and one grandchild, with another on the way.

Her great passion is animals. In her spare time, she is
involved with The New York City Feral Cat Initiative, a
program of the Mayor's Alliance for NYC's Animals that
is committed to solving the city’s feral cat overpopulation crisis through the humane, non-lethal method of
Trap-Neuter-Return.

Congratulations!
Michael and Marva Wellner
March 23, 2014

Thanks to Arlene Brown, Liesje's good friend, for introducing her to Quest. While Liesje has been a member for
little more than a year, she has already given presentations in Movers and Shakers, The First Ladies , Film for
Thought, and Lunch and Learn. Welcome to Quest,
Liesje!
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Nan Robinson

Ralph Shapiro

On January 11, 2014, several Questers attended a
celebration of the life of Nan Robinson, late wife of
Quest member Dave Robinson.

Quest members fondly remembered Ralph Shapiro
at a memorial held on March 6, 2014.

As Vice-President for Planning at the University of
Massachusetts, Nan worked with a firm of architects
to develop a plan for the Library on the new Boston
campus of the University. She and Bob Wood, former Undersecretary at HUD, and her ex-boss,
toured the campus with Jacqueline Kennedy to
show her the possibilities. Nan then presented the
plan to the Kennedy Library Board at the 21 Club
private dining room.

He spent most of his
legal career in labor
law, representing almost every progressive
CIO union in New York.

A valued and beloved Quest member, Ralph embodied the intellectual ideals of the organization. DelivSpeakers at the memorial recounted Nan’s prodigious achievements, including her significant role in ered in his low-key but convincing manner, his inselecting the site for the John F. Kennedy Memorial formed opinions were widely respected here.
Library.
Ralph coordinated wellattended Quest courses
President Kennedy had planned to have the Library on the U.S Constitution
at Harvard, but Cambridge residents, fearful of the
and the History of the
attendant traffic and congestion, strongly opposed
American Labor Moveits location there.
ment.

He was an active member of the legendary
Lawyers Guild, rising to national leadership in that
organization.

The Board approved the UMass option, with I. M.
Ralph submitted the following for this publication:
Pei as architect. Nan worked closely with the Library staff and Pei during construction. She is shown
The cotton mills of New England employed boys and
below with him at the Library dedication.
girls as young as nine, working nine- to ten-hour
shifts in their factories
Studies demonstrated the lifelong pernicious effects
on the children. Organizations were formed to outlaw the practice and legislation was introduced. Progress in outlawing this practice was making slow
headway until the following couplet had the same
blockbuster effect in publicizing the evils of child labor as Uncle Tom’s Cabin had for slavery:
The golf links lie so near the mill
so that any day
the working children can look out
and watch the men at play.

Nan Robinson with I.M. Pei

The couplet’s author is Clara Northcliffe Cleghorn, an
activist of the early 20th century.
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“SCULPTURE OF POWER” WALK
Joan Briller
Photos by Lila Heilbrunn
What does New York City’s Wall Street symbolize?
POWER — the power of the money that drives the
world. The corporate headquarters, global banks and
brokerages use powerful sculptures fronting their
buildings to promote this image.

Begin your walk here near the grand female figures
fronting what was originally the U.S. Customs House.
Monetary power rested in customs duties on imported goods. This was a prime source of government
funds until income tax was imposed in 1913.

Giant Bronze Bull (on traffic island across from 26
Broadway)
Sculptor: Arturo Di Modica
Continue up Broadway to see the Big Bull. He’s beloved and ready to charge up Broadway toward higher financial profits. Note his aggressive stance
with tail raised in the air. He started as a practical
joke by his sculptor. Now he lives
happily on his island, constantly petted by tourists
and Immortalized in souvenir photos.

Joan Briller starts Sculpture Walk
When you take this walk you will see the perfect marriage of powerful sculpture and powerful finance, designed to keep Wall Street radiating promises of success.

The Four Continents (fronting National Museum
of Native Americans: 1 Bowling Green between State
and Whitehall Streets)
Sculptor: Daniel Chester French
Media: four marble groups

Crash Barriers - Bank of New York / Mellon
Corner of Wall Street and Broadway
Faceted, bronze bollards look sculptural. These barriers exude power in a visually pleasing way.
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Group of Four Trees

Shadows and Flags

1 Chase Manhattan Plaza (bounded by Nassau, Liber- Maiden Lane, William and Liberty Streets
ty, William and Pine Streets)
Sculptor: Louise Nevelson
Media: 7 Cor-ten steel constructions painted black
Sculptor: Jean DuBuffet
Media: Epoxy paint on fiberglass, resin-skin over cel- Note here jaggedlular aluminum core
shaped pieces of
steel jutting out
Here we
and away from
have a
mushroom- their anchoring
poles. These flag
like sculpture. Its sec- sculptures, viewed
from the narrow
tions tilt,
tower over tip of the Plaza,
us and arch are like a small
group striving to
upward.
be tall and powerIs this fanci- ful. See the large
ful black
group “ leader”
and white
sculpture at
behemoth plaza’s wider end.
financially
friendly or
not?
The Red Cube
140 Broadway (fronting Brown, Harriman building)

Joie de Vivre (Joy of Life)
Liberty Plaza: Broadway at Cedar Street

Sculptor: Isamu Noguchi
Media: painted, welded steel and aluminum

Sculptor: Mark di Suvero
Two giant orange steel rods
soaring skyward
— this is optimism rising.
Mark di Suvero
is an image of
courage. Left
paralyzed by an
industrial accident, he mastered electric
welding to bend
steel for his
sculptured
pieces.

Noguchi believed this rhomboid cube balancing on its
corner and shot through with a cylinder of empty
space represented CHANCE - an appropriate concept
for the Financial District.
(Continue to p. 6)
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Bob Hartmann — Having read assorted books on
"The Papacy" and "Women Spies" for Quest
Pearl Rabinowitz — My Promised Land by Ari
presentations, not to mention trying to plow
Shavit — a balanced view of the Arab/Israeli con- through Ulysses chapter by chapter, I find this
flict.
semester I had time to squeeze in only one book
Ellen Shapiro — Garden of Evening Mist by Tan for entertainment: Top of the Rock by Warren
Twan Eng — a Chinese woman who falls in love Littlefield, an inside account of arguably one of
the greatest eras in television history — all about
with a Japanese garden. A beautiful and
haunting novel, dealing with Malaysia's turbulent NBC from 1993 to 1998.
road to independence; long-listed for the Man
QUEST IS GETTING A MAKEOVER
Booker Prize 2012.
You may have seen in Q REVIEW, and this issue
Bobbi Glass — The Woman Upstairs by Claire
of Q NEWS, that Quest is getting a new, more
Messud. Recently nominated for the Los Angeles
contemporary, uniform image.
Times Book Prize, Messud deconstructs a literary
Going forward, all our publications -- Q Review,
archetype: the spinster. Outwardly placid, inwardly seething, the book’s 42-year-old narrator Q News, the Course Catalog, Marketing BroNora Eldridge rails against her solitude. When a chure (Expand Your World), Letterhead, Business
glamorous academic family brings her into their Cards, and Presentation Folders will have a conlives, Nora feels her hunger for family and artistic sistent image, centered around the new
fulfillment may finally be sated — perhaps at the "Floating Q."
expense of the people who trust her.
We have a strong and vibrant community, so it's

READ ANY GOOD BOOKS LATELY?

Beverly Francus — George Eliot's Daniel Deronda
is a novel first published in 1876. It was the last
novel Eliot completed and the only one set in the
contemporary Victorian society of her day. Its
mixture of social satire and moral searching,
along with a sympathetic rendering of Jewish
proto-Zionist and Kabbalistic ideas, has made it a
controversial final statement of one of the greatest of Victorian novelists.
Patricia Terry — Hillary Mantel's Wolf Hall.
“The writing is extraordinary,” says Patricia.
Mantel has twice been awarded the Booker
Prize, the first in 2009 for Wolf Hall, a fictional
account of Thomas Cromwell's rise to power in
the court of Henry VIII. She won her second
Booker Prize for the 2012 novel, Bring Up the
Bodies, the second volume in the Thomas Cromwell trilogy. Mantel was the first woman ever to
receive the Booker award twice.

time that our printed material presents a consistent image that reflects our continually improving organization. Thanks to all who have
helped in getting these items redesigned and
printed. Good show!

“SCULPTURE OF POWER” WALK
(Continued from p. 5)

Totem Pole: The Raven Puts the Sun in
the Sky
1 Chase Manhattan Plaza
(bounded by Nassau, Liberty and William Streets)

Sculptor: Ken Mowat

This slender totem pole
represents a raven, known
as the TRICKSTER in the
John Hood — Doris Kearns Goodwin’s latest, The Pacific Northwest Native
American cultures. Is
Bully Pulpit — revealing portraits of Theodore
Roosevelt and his close friend, handpicked suc- there a connection here
cessor and eventual bitter rival, William Howard with the “ups and downs”
of the Stock Market?
Taft, and the golden age of journalism.

∞
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QUEST DISTINGUISHED GUEST LECTURER SERIES
Thanks to Sandy Gordon, our distinguished guest lecturer series continues to
stimulate and amaze us. Some highlights
from Spring 2014:
GUEST: ANDREE AELION BROOKS
LECTURE: ON THE FABLED SILK ROAD:
Bukhara, Tashkent, Samarkand and the
Jews

important governmental posts, including Ambassador to the United States and herself, a
Jewish woman as Trade Representative.
A tiny island country Bahrain is ruled by a Sunni
King but has a majority Shiite population. The
country has experienced its own “Arab Spring”
with sustained protests and violent responses
Connected by causeway to Saudi Arabia and
with Iran 124 miles to the north, this is a difficult neighborhood to assert an international
presence that is more western—oriented than
eastern. Bahrain has the first “post-oil” economy in the Gulf, since it is now based on banking
and tourism

GUEST: PROFESSOR RANDALL SUSMAN
LECTURE: STUDYING THE BONES: Fossil
Evidence for Early Human Evolution,
Natural History, Comparative Anatomy
Journalist, author and lecturer, Brooks has capand the Fossil Record
tured many honors, most recently the Simon
Dr. Susman's research focuses on
early hominins
and understanding behavioral
pathways in human evolution. In
this fascinating
GUEST: ROSE SAGER
talk, Prof. Susman
described fossil
LECTURE: BAHRAIN: The Sheikdom in
evidence of early
the Arabian Gulf
human evolution
in Africa, studies
As Trade Representative of the Kingdom of
Bahrain Embassy in New York, Ms. Sager provid- of wild apes in
central Africa, and
ed our members with an excellent description
of the history, culture, economy and politics of the comparative
this tiny but influential island country. Of inter- anatomy of humans and our
est was this Muslim Arabic country’s attitude
closest “relatives.”
towards women. It has appointed women to
Rockower Award for magazine feature writing.
In this talk, she recounted a unique trip to Uzbekistan. Summarizing this Silk Road region’s
colorful commercial and cultural story, she focused on Jewish presence there throughout
history.
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City” which performed comedy and improvisa tions. Some Questers enjoyed gambling at the
Winter break saw ten Questers along with their casino, while others took advantage of the exerguests set sail for warmer climes. Here are some cise classes.
highlights.
There was plenty of time for reading in your cabAs the Norwegian Gem, with its 2,000 + passen- in or on your balcony, and there was a library &
gers left New York harbor, we viewed an amazing game room as well. The movies shown on board
sight from our cabin’s balcony: The Statue of Lib- were geared for family viewing, so unless you
wanted to see “Monster University” you would
erty rising out of the mist and fog, her lighted
torch held high. Later, we sailed under the Ver- need to watch a movie in your cabin on a small
razano Bridge, with its string of lights above us. TV screen.

We’re Cruisin’

When speaking to several Questers about their
experience, they said they enjoyed many of the
positive aspects of the trip, but missed any intellectual activities on the ship. Questers are always
curious to learn wherever they go and they were
Our cabins were comfortable with balconies that surprised there were no seminars dispensing information about the history and culture of the
were perfect for reading or resting. The staff
islands we were visiting.
was friendly and accommodating. Keeping
healthy was a priority and there was a staff
As to the weather—while New York City was in
member at the entrance to each restaurant
the grip of freezing weather, the temperature on
(there were six complimentary eating places)
the islands was about 85 degrees, and the days
spraying passengers’ hands with a cleaning liquid. The food was good, plentiful and varied. The were sunny, perfect for the beach.
system was called Freestyle Dining, which meant
that restaurants were open for meals over severQuester Loretta
al hours, so that there was no set time for
Questers to meet for a meal. This made it diffi- Menger and her
cult to get together with friends as you had to
playmate in
phone each other to arrange a date in advance
Anguilla
and then phone the restaurant for a reservation.
Marilyn Rosen thoughtfully made reservations
for Questers to meet for dinner on the first and
last day of our cruise. Also, Sylvia Berg arranged
for a Quest cocktail party on the second evening
of our trip.
For the first two days, the sea became rough and
many passengers were seasick as the ship rocked
and rolled. But that passed when we got to the
calmer Southern waters.

Several of us booked excursions by bus to the
four islands— Puerto Rico, St. Maarten, St.
Thomas and Dominican Republic. Some Questers
preferred taking a taxi, and seeing the islands on
their own.
There were a variety of shows presented by the
cruise line. One entertaining group was “Second
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